Section: Exceptionalities
Topic: Mental Retardation

This section is to introduce perceptions that people without handicaps have toward people with mental retardation and the negative attitudes that result. These can be overcome only when people are aware of the facts.

After completion of the reading and homework assignment, you will recognize common myths associated with mental retardation. They will know the correct facts and be able to apply them to common scenes involving people with mental retardation.
DIGNITY

In 1971, a bill was introduced into the Florida legislature calling for the euthanasia (mercy killing) of all people with IQ's under 50.

"I think it is the time for every American state to put its idiotic population under custodial care, not for a day or a week, but permanent care. If you are going to shut up all the idiotic and feeble-minded where they can do no harm, you must do it in some cheap way..."

—MR 76 - MR Past and Present
Comment by Dr. Walk. pg. 8.

"During her eleven years at Pennhurst [an institution], as a result of attacks and accidents, she has lost several teeth and suffered a fractured jaw, fractured fingers, a fractured toe, and numerous lacerations, cuts, scratches and bites...She no longer speaks."

—Judge Broderick's opinion
Haldeman v. Pennhurst, 1977
Civil Action #74-1345, page 34.

"Retard," "mongoloid," "dummy," "vegetable," have been used for years to describe people who are mentally retarded. Poster children, bike-hikes and money trees have been the fund raising techniques most often employed to solicit money for citizens with mental retardation. People with mental retardation were stared at and shunned by society. And to get them out of sight, people with mental retardation were warehoused in institutions. Few individuals believed that people with mental retardation were human beings with rights, feelings, wishes and hopes - let alone fellow citizens.

People who are mentally retarded are people first, last and always. They are individuals as different from each other as you or I. They may need, in certain cases, assistance or modifications in their environment; but don't we all? Persons with mental retardation are entitled to a chance to choose. They deserve dignity and respect, not pity, charity or sorrow.

One of the slogans of the National Association for Retarded Citizens says it all: "Your attitude is my biggest handicap." This booklet wants to help overcome negative attitudes toward persons with mental retardation by pointing out some harmful attitudes and myths, and offering suggestions on what you can do to improve the quality of life for citizens with mental retardation.
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PEOPLE WHO ARE MENTALLY RETARDED

The Population

There are over 6,500,000 people who are mentally retarded living in the United States, approximately 3% of the U.S. population. Persons with mental retardation differ in many ways, including degree of retardation. In fact, approximately 90% of all retardation is considered mild. The range of retardation goes from mild, to moderate, to severe, and finally, to profound. You may know someone who is mentally retarded and you may not even know it. Most people will know someone or will have a close family member who has mental retardation. Of all disabled people, persons with mental retardation will face some of the most severe attitudinal barriers.

This booklet was written about those persons who are mentally retarded and are having problems achieving their full potential because of attitudinal barriers.

WHAT ARE ATTITUINAL BARRIERS?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prejudice</th>
<th>Discrimination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ignorance</td>
<td>Dislike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>Invisibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insensitivity</td>
<td>Insecurity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bigotry</td>
<td>Discomfort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereotyping</td>
<td>Condescension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misconception</td>
<td>Intolerance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above words have all been used in association with or in definitions of attitudinal barriers. For this booklet, "attitudinal barriers" has been defined as "a way of thinking or feeling resulting in behavior that limits the potential of disabled people to be independent individuals."
FACT:
There are over 200 causes of mental retardation. Social, environmental, medical and cultural deprivation account for most retardation, and these causes can be prevented. With early detection and screening, family education, and good medical care, much mental retardation can be stopped or prevented.

MYTH:
Property values go down when group homes of people with mental retardation move into the community.

FACT:
Many citizens believe this myth. Property values do not decline because group homes come into neighborhoods. This excuse is used by neighborhood groups who are afraid to include citizens with mental retardation in their community. It has no factual basis. A person with mental retardation is as good a neighbor as anyone else moving into the community. The basis of this myth lies in fear of having anyone “different” living in the community. Blacks, Jews, and other minorities have been fighting this stereotype for many years.

MYTH:
People who are mentally retarded have abnormally strong sex drives which they can't control.

FACT:
Citizens with mental retardation have the same needs and feelings as any other people. They do not have any stronger desires or needs than anyone else. Because people with mental retardation may be less inhibited about social interaction than other folks, their openness and friendliness is often misinterpreted as being unnatural or frightening. This attitude is unfair and incorrect.
MYTH:
People who are mentally retarded cannot be educated or trained to become useful citizens. They remain children forever.

FACT:
All people with mental retardation can be educated and trained. People who are mentally retarded can live within the community in a variety of noninstitutional settings. The majority of persons with mental retardation can, with adequate education and training, hold competitive jobs. Those people who don't work within the job market need the opportunity to develop to their fullest potential as citizens.

MYTH:
People who are mentally retarded are also mentally ill.

FACT:
Mental retardation is frequently confused with mental illness. Mental retardation refers to a delayed, and sometimes limited, development in learning. At some points in their lives, some people with mental retardation may have experienced social and/or emotional problems. There are no more persons with mental retardation who have mental illness than any other group in our society.

MYTH:
Society has a moral obligation to take care of citizens with mental retardation.

FACT:
Society has a legal requirement to guarantee certain basic rights for all citizens. These rights include education, training, recreation, and community living. All persons who are mentally retarded have a right to education and training that is appropriate to their needs and located in a setting with nondisabled people. But society has no moral obligation to patronize or give charity and pity to citizens with mental retardation.
WHEN YOU MEET A PERSON WITH MENTAL RETARDATION...

1. When talking with someone who is mentally retarded, keep your concepts clear and concise. Use fewer complex sentences. But it is inappropriate to change the inflection or tone of your voice. Don’t talk down to someone with mental retardation. The quality of your conversation won’t change by making your points clear and easy to understand.

2. It’s OK to offer help (e.g., reading the menu, explaining directions), but wait until your offer is accepted before doing anything. You may think someone needs help doing something, but they may prefer to do it themselves. Ask first.

3. Don’t assume that a person with mental retardation is sick. Mental retardation is not an illness. It is not contagious, and does not cause health problems.

4. Don’t take advantage of a person who is mentally retarded. Sometimes their friendliness and “eager to please” attitude encourages people to ask them to do excessive favors and chores. Don’t ask people with mental retardation to do anything you wouldn’t ask other folks to do for you.

5. Keep in mind that most people with mental retardation have the same activities of daily living as you do. Many people with mental retardation find it impossible to get a cab to stop for them or to have a clerk wait on them in stores. Remember that people with mental retardation are customers and patrons, and deserve equal attention when shopping, dining, or traveling.

6. In some cases a person with mental retardation may seem to react to situations in an unconventional manner or may appear to be ignoring you. Remember that a lack of response or a slow response doesn’t necessarily mean the person is being rude to you. A person who has mental retardation may simply be slower to respond.

7. Interact with the person with mental retardation as a person, first. Talk to adults with mental retardation as adults, not as if they were children. Citizens with mental retardation deserve the same respect and dignity as all other people.

WHAT CAN YOU DO?

1. Include citizens with mental retardation on task forces dealing with community planning (recreation, transportation, education, zoning) so that the community will meet the needs of all people. Include representatives for people with mental retardation when appropriate.

2. Be sure that employees with mental retardation have a voice on planning committees that have employee representation.

3. Encourage community groups (Kiwanis, Lions, Jaycees, PTA) to have programs about mental retardation. Make sure that people with mental retardation and, when appropriate, their representatives are included in the planning and presentation of the programs.

4. When you read or view a presentation that reflects a positive image of mentally retarded people (i.e., as productive citizens) write a complimentary comment to the publication or station carrying it.

5. If you have a child, friend or relative who has mental retardation, talk to other people who have personal relationships with people who are mentally retarded. In many cases, your concerns and fears can be overcome and corrected by sharing information with others.

6. When you read or view a presentation portraying people with mental retardation in a negative or condescending way (sick, maladjusted, nonproductive), write a letter of protest to the involved newspaper, magazine or television station.

7. When you hear people using terms like “retard,” politely and firmly explain to them the term is offensive, like using the term “nigger.” Many people, especially children, just don’t realize they are being insensitive.

8. Answer children’s questions about people with mental retardation. Questions are normal. Remember that children get their information and attitudes from your behavior. Kids learn through imitation.

9. If a person with mental retardation feels (s)he can do something, but you can’t understand how, ask the person. Talking things over makes things a lot clearer for both people.

10. Experience is the best teacher. Get to know people with mental retardation, and you will see your misconceptions disappear.
A. Below are three scenes that involve a person with mental retardation. For each situation, answer the following questions. (Use a separate sheet of paper).

1. Which myths and attitudinal barriers are being portrayed?

2. How do you think the person with mental retardation should respond? How do you think he or she feels?

3. Briefly recreate the scene using facts instead of myths.

B. Think about your own school or community. Have you ever seen any similar incidents? What would you have said or done? Include experiences where people reacted appropriately.

1. Mr. Bill Todd is a 28 year old person with Down's Syndrome. He is not feeling well and decides to call his doctor. Dr. Goodman says, "Billy, come into my office. Be a good boy and we will see what's the matter with you.

2. At a recent community meeting, the building of a new "School for the Handicapped" was discussed. Most people favored the segregated building because they were tired of being housed in church basements and old schools vacated by regular education students. Mrs. Paul, a parent of a child with profound retardation, asked the school superintendent why her child couldn't attend classes in the regular school. He replied, "Mrs. Paul, let's be realistic. Children like yours can't be mainstreamed into normal schools." Mrs. Paul is hurt and angry. She can't understand why everyone wants to hide her child away.

3. Sandy enjoys bowling and went one night after work with a few women from her office. Afterwards, a bowler told Sandy that she would be better off joining the bowling league sponsored by the local Association for Retarded Citizens, because all her "friends" would be there. Sandy was very hurt. She just wanted to bowl and meet new people. The bowler's remark made her feel different—like she didn't belong.